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**Abstract**

Long-term support agreements such as availability-based contracts are often associated with the servitization of business models in such sectors as defence aerospace. In practice, there is no unambiguous way of linking availability and service outcomes from an operational perspective; rather, the focus tends to be placed almost exclusively on product-related metrics. To address this gap, this paper outlines a conceptual model of how advanced service outcomes should be delivered under an availability-based contract for defence avionics. The model is grounded on empirical evidence gathered through an in-depth case study in the UK defence sector. The research is one of the first attempts to shift the focus away from a notion of availability as a property designed into a piece of equipment, and to detect its emergence from the interactions between relevant socio-technical elements within the underpinning advanced service delivery system, or Product-Service-System (PSS), identified by analysis of empirical data. This research provides insights into where action should be taken within a PSS that would be difficult to obtain from the analysis of field reliability data alone. It also provides a conceptual model that can assist the formulation of scientific models based on quantitative data such as multi-echelon inventory systems for repairable items. While the transferability of the findings is limited by the specificity of the case, a detailed description is provided to facilitate comparison with other cases.

**1. Introduction**

Over the past decades defence industrial supply systems across Europe and US have changed from having a pyramid structure with discrete tiers to interdependent supplier networks. The forces driving this transformation include an increase in outsourcing and a decrease in the number of adversarial buyer-seller relationships adopted as part of governments’ procurement processes; a reduction in manufacturing capability across the defence industry supply base; and the increasingly transnational nature of equipment development and production projects (Dowdall, 2004). Former upper tiers are now incentivised to take responsibility for how their products perform in the field rather than ‘on the whiteboard’. For example, following the 2013 spending review the UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) shared with industry the challenge of reducing the cost of warship repair, maintenance and dockyard operations by signing innovative in-service support contracts worth £3.2Bn with BAE Systems and Babcock (MoD, 2015).

Availability-based contracts are incentivised contractual mechanisms that challenge an incumbent business model in such fields as defence aerospace, where an asset (an aircraft, an aircraft engine, etc.) that fails to deliver its functionalities in the field is the source of additional streams of revenue through aftersales support (Caldwell and Settle, 2011). Examples include a recent £112 m extension of the availability-based in-service support contract for the UK Royal Air Force’s (RAF) Eurofighter Typhoon fleet (BAE Systems, 2015), and a £420 m amendment to the Chinook through-life support contract to cover in-service support for the next five years while ensuring high levels of availability (MoD, 2015).

The concept of availability as an objectively observable indicator was originally developed in the field of reliability engineering and is implicitly adopted for the formulation and execution of availability-based contracts (Kashani Pour et al., 2016). For example, in outlining a business case for avionics prognostic health monitoring equipment Jazouli and Sandborn (2010) define availability as: “…the probability that a [technical] system will be able to function when called upon to do so.” Although the specific analytical expression of availability may vary it is commonly understood that such features as reliability and maintainability are designed into individual technical systems and
must act as the point of focus for the analysis. This analytical approach typically identifies causal links between availability growth and interventions in technical systems such as design reviews. While reviewing the design of a technical system may improve reliability under test-rig conditions it does not guarantee per se that the number of support interventions demanded on average by an item in the field will decrease. For example, extensive analysis of field reliability data obtained from a defence avionics case demonstrates that a multi-organisation logistic support system involved in the execution of an availability contract was facing, on average, a growing number of interventions per item despite an improved product design (Settanni et al., 2015). Evidence therefore suggests that the traditional view of availability as a property designed into a technical system should be complemented by an exploration of how the organisations that operate along the support chain contribute or fail to contribute to a diversity of capabilities to achieve the shared objective of maintaining a technical system in an operable and committable state (Hollick, 2009).

Shifting the focus away from purely technical systems, Baines and Lightfoot (2013) suggest that availability is a type of advanced service, and that the system of operations by which such a service is provided, called Product Service Systems (PSS), is as important as the service offering itself. This challenging view of availability as a service output of a PSS imposes a distinction between retrospectively computing an availability indicator which determines, based on its interpretation, whether contractually agreed levels of performance are delivered or not, and proactively providing an advanced service. Regardless of the service outcome it delivers, a PSS typically encompasses both technical and social elements (Morelli, 2002; Meier et al., 2010). The technical elements of a PSS are regarded as a means to achieve ends rather than as the point of focus of the analysis (Settanni et al., 2014). In practice, investigating the system which delivers an innovative availability-based support solution rather than the asset being supported can be a challenge (Kapletia and Probert, 2010; Ng et al., 2011). The importance of achieving operational alignment across multiple organisations to successfully deliver under an availability-based contract may be disregarded even by the parties involved (Ng et al., 2013). Greater attention is paid to the design and theoretical refinement of contractual mechanisms (Selviaridis and Wynstra, 2015).

Following calls for more empirical research on PSS modelling (e.g. Cavalieri and Pezzotta, 2012), this paper assesses the performance of a PSS under an availability-based contract using a case based approach on a real-world industrial setting. It shows that it is a complex process requiring detailed exploration and analysis, which cannot be adequately captured by quantitative data alone. The analysis of a conjunction of causal mechanisms in the production of a given outcome is recognised in the organisation-oriented literature (e.g. Mills et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2011; Perrow, 1984). The novelty of the research presented in this paper lies in the identification through empirical evidence of causal conjectures that complement product-related quantitative data and the visualization of this evidence through mapping techniques to support the underlying narrative of what the delivery of availability as an advanced service ‘looks like’ in a real-world case. These two activities taken together form an overall act of appreciation which qualifies as conceptual modelling (Sagasti and Mitroff, 1973; Becker et al., 2010). A conceptual model structures and delimits the areas of concern for the analyst with regards to a problem situation in a defensible way (Wilson, 2001). Although seldom made explicit and formalised, conceptual models deeply affect how scientific models are formulated, solved, implemented and validated (Sagasti and Mitroff, 1973). For example, the through-life costing methodology described by Settanni et al. (2014) explicitly requires a conceptual model of the PSS to derive a blueprint for the attribution of costs to multiple service outcomes. Hence, not only does a defensible conceptual model provide insights in its own right, but also it is a valuable premise for mathematical modelling. The conceptual model outlined in this paper is a complement, not an alternative to the assessment of availability from quantitative data about technical systems, since it explores how the delivery of availability as an advanced service is realised in an industrial setting.

The following research questions are addressed:

1) How is availability delivered as an advanced service outcome under an availability-based contract in an actual industrial context?
2) Which aspects of the delivery of such an advanced service can be represented?

In order to provide focus in terms of an approach to investigate the outcomes of systems that are socio-technical in nature, preference is accorded to insights from the literature on accident investigation as well as on availability-based contracts and PSS modelling. Empirical evidence is gathered through an in-depth case study on avionics support under an availability-based contract in the UK defence sector. A conceptual model of the PSS of interest is then outlined though the analysis of the qualitative data obtained.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarises the literature on current approaches to investigate and represent PSS with a focus on the business model introduced by availability-based contracting. In Section 3 the research approach is presented and the case study setting is outlined. Findings from the case study are presented in Section 4, and their implications are discussed in Section 5. The paper closes highlighting limitations of the proposed approach and further work needed.

2. Literature overview

Availability-based contracts are specific forms of a broader category known as performance-based contracts (PBC). Providing a state-of-the-art in PBC research is outside the scope of this research, and is dealt with elsewhere (Selviaridis and Wynstra, 2015). Availability-based contracts are typically associated with the servitization of business models in sectors such as defence aerospace. For example, making reference to ATTAC (Availability Transformation: Tornado Aircraft Contract) a ‘complex engineering service system’ conveys the concept that value is created ‘in-use’ through the interaction of processes, people, technology and assets under availability based contracts (Ng et al., 2011).

From an operational perspective there is no unambiguous way of linking ‘availability’ and ‘service outcome’. For example, in a servitized business model the cost of providing a service is often understood to be the expenditures incurred over the in-service phase of a durable product due to the occurrence of failure, as in traditional through-life costing models (Settanni et al., 2014). While some views on availability suggest a link with service outcomes they remain anchored in evidence gathered through product-related quantitative data only. Examples include Rijndijk (2013), who regards availability as a quality indicator which relates the performance of a product in fulfilling an intended purpose to its inherent ability to do so; Zio (2009), who introduces the concept of ‘service availability’ and highlights that availability is attained through the interaction of human, organisational and technical systems; and Houghton and Lea (2009), who report on the implementation of an availability-based contract for military vessels. Even works that conceptualise availability as an advanced service favour product-related metrics (e.g., Baines and Lightfoot, 2013).

Case study research on availability-based contracts has helped broaden the scope of the analysis beyond individual assets. However, such research is seldom concerned with outlining a formalised representation of a PSS that delivers availability as an advanced service. Mills et al. (2013) present a case study in defence aerospace and map the key actors involved in the execution of an availability contract through an Enterprise Image. Case studies are carried out in a similar context by Datta and Roy (2011) to outline a framework to support the implementation of an operations strategy, and by Kapletia...
and Probert (2010) to map and characterise business solution models for customer support. Selviaridis and Norman (2015) present an empirical case study to examine PBC design, although the object of investigation is the provision of logistic services rather than availability.

Literature on the adjacent topic of PSS modelling is growing. Reviews have emphasised such aspects as information flows (Durugbo et al., 2011); design (Vasantha et al., 2011); mathematical modelling (Phumbu and Tjahjono, 2012); and conceptual modelling (Becker et al., 2010). Regardless of their specific application to PBC and availability-based contracts, a common oversight in PSS models is that they are rarely underpinned by empirical research, and adequately formalised to address the inherent ‘systems’ nature of a PSS (Cavallieri and Pezzotta, 2012). Models of a PSS in the context of availability-based contracts are not uncommon for design purposes. Works that outline primarily mathematical models emphasise product reliability metrics and costs, and use loosely formalised diagrammatic representations as conceptual models of the PSS (see e.g., Kyöstö and Reed, 2015; Kimita et al., 2012). Meier et al. (2010b) model a PSS with emphasis placed on the IT infrastructure whereby a network of software agents is involved in delivering industrial machinery support under PBC. Although without reference to PBC Zhu et al. (2012) also model the IT infrastructure of a PSS applying a formalised conceptual modelling language, IDEFO, to a case in aerospace maintenance.

Few conceptual models of PSS are grounded on evidence gathered through case study research and none are primarily concerned with availability provision. Biege et al. (2012) adapt an existing business process mapping technique to derive an industrial service blueprint in a case study concerning a machine tool manufacturer seeking to expand its offering to services. Though they do not use a formalised representation technique, Lockett et al. (2011) explore how the relationships between companies that deliver a bundle of product and repair services change in moving from a traditional supply chain to a ‘PSS supply chain’. Non-formalised representation techniques are also used by Evans et al. (2007) in a multiple exploratory case studies to support the design of a PSS in the agri-food sector.

Finally, in the reviewed literature conceptual models, mathematical models and case studies are treated as ‘sils’ and rarely interact with each other. Exceptions could only be found outside the topic areas of interest for this research. For example Schulze et al. (2012) employ case study research to derive the relevant characteristics of a construction supply chain for use as a basis for an inter-organisational Activity-Based Costing (ABC) system. Hansen and Grunow (2015) use evidence from case study research to outline a mathematical model of the supply chain of a pharmaceutical product before it is launched.

3. Materials and methods

One may argue whether a PSS can be regarded as a tangible, indisputable object of analysis. Since the elements of a PSS are social and technical in nature even the formulation of the problem situation can be a challenge, and the term system more appropriately designates a way of thinking about the phenomenon of interest than some well-defined entity (Wilson, 2001). The need to obtain knowledge about an ill-defined situation brings the methodological questions to the fore (Flood and Carson, 1988), and subordinates the selection and application of methods to how such questions are answered (Harrington, 2005). In the following sub-sections methodology is dealt with first, then the industrial setting investigated is described, and the method used is introduced.

3.1. Methodology

Unlike works which adopt an exclusively mathematical approach to availability, mapping a product-service-system delivering availability as an advanced service presents the distinct challenge of how to shift the focus away from purely technical systems so that additional insights which complement those provided by product-centric formulations of availability can be gathered. This task is challenging because different methodological stances may be taken in researching systems which include both social and technical elements. One such stance is to regard these systems as complex adaptive systems to be approached chiefly by quantitative data modelling. For example Sayama et al. (2013) model rescue operations as adaptive networks. Similarly, supply chains are theoretically construed as complex adaptive systems to be investigated by e.g., social network analysis (Carter et al., 2015). The emphasis is often placed on quantitative data modelling when the intent is to confirm a theory by seeking validation of the results obtained from a model with real-world quantitative data (Åsberg et al., 2011; Sagasti and Mitroff, 1973). Typically, studies are theory-confirming when they are concerned with availability as an objectively observable indicator causally linked to interventions carried out in a technical system, and is retrospectively computed from empirical quantitative data.

A different stance is taken in the field of system safety and accident investigation, where scholars are less inclined to try and understand systems which include social and technical elements solely through mathematical models and quantitative data (see e.g., Johansen and Rausand, 2014; Dekker, 2011). Experience from accident investigation suggests that the sequence of interactions between the elements of a socio-technical system may be unfamiliar, unplanned or unexpected, and hence neither visible nor immediately comprehensible to the analyst (Perrow, 1984; Hollnagel, 2012). The main methodological insight from accident investigation for the research presented in this paper is that the practice of outlining availability through cause-effect relationships analytically at the technical system level should be complemented by a richer picture. This picture should acknowledge that there may be multiple explanations spanning several levels of analysis over time for a particular outcome. The need to gain richer pictures by mapping the system of interest is evident in the investigations of large-scale multi-organisational systems that produced undesirable outcomes such as the shooting down of two U.S. Army helicopters by two U.S. Air Force fighter jets in 1994 (Snook, 2002), and the explosion of the Challenger Space Shuttle in 1986 (Vaughan, 1997). These works have demonstrated the need to bridge traditional analytical boundaries to investigate mechanisms which may be missed if focus is only placed on pinpointing cause-and-effect based on aspects such as the individual technical system. A more comprehensive view than one focused only on ‘easily observed’ adverse outcomes can be developed by moving away from individual technical systems and individual organisations, such that activities performed across organisations and the relationships between them are captured (Snook, 2002).

A descriptive case study approach is therefore deemed suitable to investigate a problematic situation in an existing industrial setting. Not only does it advance the collective process of knowledge accumulation (Flyvbjerg, 2006), but it also provides a fresh perspective on an already researched field (Eisenhardt, 1989), and an in-depth description of the interrelated processes and events that constitute the phenomenon of interest (Denscombe, 2010).

The research presented in this paper is exploratory and descriptive under conditions that could not be controlled by the researcher (Yin, 2009). Since the researchers were presented with facts and truths that can at best be described as perspectival, methods from the social sciences were deemed appropriate (Vermaas et al., 2011; Rosenblatt, 2002). Methods from the social sciences are also appropriate for the investigation of complex social and behavioural elements involved in operations and supply chain management (Boyer and Swink, 2008).

3.2. Case description

Fig. 1 depicts the industrial setting of interest for this research. It involves organisations which operate in the UK defence sector, anonymised for confidentiality reasons. A/C-Prov is a major aerospace
investigated here (see e.g., Ng et al., 2013). In general, less structured structured interviews are often employed in contexts similar to the one of the availability-based contract (the units of measurement). Semi-unit of analysis) from the perspective of those involved in the execution as a suitable method to obtain a description of the PSS of interest (the unit e.g., spare parts).

While the study was conducted A/C-Prov was committed to a five-year fixed-price contractual agreement with P & C to provide agreed levels of aircraft availability. In parallel to the whole aircraft availability contract A/C-Prov was contractually tasked to ensure adequate stocks of spare parts for the aircraft’s expected operational time. This contract, as shown in Fig. 1, is cascaded from P & C to A/C-Prov, MainSup and MainSup’s sub-suppliers through organisations addressed aggregately here as GovOrg.

3.3. Methods

The choice of employable methods for data collection is constrained by the methodological stance taken as well as by the restrictions that the specific case imposes.

Direct observation of the activities undertaken to deliver available aircraft or repair instances of ExEquip was not granted to the researchers. Similar restrictions are not uncommon in research on defence industrial systems (Dowdall, 2004). Following Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009), semi-structured interviews were therefore selected as a suitable method to obtain a description of the PSS of interest (the unit of analysis) from the perspective of those involved in the execution of the availability-based contract (the units of measurement). Semi-structured interviews are often employed in contexts similar to the one investigated here (see e.g., Ng et al., 2013). In general, less structured methods to gather knowledge from experts lead to a richer output (Cooke, 1994).

The chosen method has specific implications for the research. Given the methodological stance taken here, the evidence gathered through semi-structured interviews can be used to verify or calibrate a model of the PSS of interest, but not to prove or validate it (Woltjer, 2009). Hence, speaking of the defensibility of such a model (Wilson, 2001) is more appropriate than speaking of truthfulness (Lützhöft et al., 2010). Specific quality measures apply when research relies on qualitative data, namely: credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability (Lützhöft et al., 2010). These criteria are consistent with the view that in case study research findings should be grounded in evidence and accompanied by information about the sample as well as on the procedures adopted for the collection and analysis of data (Eisenhardt, 1989).

As summarised in Table 1, each quality criterion has been addressed in this paper. However, some caveats are necessary. According to Johnstone et al. (2009) attempts to transfer findings from one setting to another can be deeply flawed. To provide sufficient context and details for insightful comparisons, this research aimed to provide a detailed description of the problem situation. Also, the interaction between the interviewee and the interviewer is context and time-specific (Payne, 1999), and hence inherently difficult to reproduce (Hargie and Tourish, 1999).

All the interviewees were employed by A/C-Prov or MainSup, and were identified through documentation provided by the companies e.g., process maps and organisational charts. The interviewees represent a cross section of functions and hierarchical positions including program director, analysts, contract managers, desk officers, support engineers and shop floor technicians. A different sampling strategy was adopted for each organisation. Snowball sampling (Denscombe, 2010) could effectively be employed in MainSup after identifying initial interview

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>What has been done to achieve criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>Conformity between data and researcher’s reconstruction</td>
<td>Graphical representations are grounded in quotes. However, in-depth observation and extended engagement within the organisations was not possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferability</td>
<td>Thick description from which generalisation can be derived.</td>
<td>The case description and the structured graphical representations allow comparison of specific findings with other cases. However, generalisation and transfer of findings are outside the scope of this research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependability</td>
<td>Transparency of research process.</td>
<td>The research process is fully documented, from questionnaire design, through to the pilot study to ascertain that the questionnaire was appropriate, up to the sampling process and the recording and transcription of each interview.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmability</td>
<td>Data and findings are rooted in contexts and persons other than the researchers.</td>
<td>Graphical representations of the PSI were discussed with the interviewees to verify the researchers’ interpretation. The conceptual model obtained from the analysis of qualitative data is rooted in the view of those involved in the functioning of the PSS investigated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1. Case setting; unit of analysis lies within the dashed box (see Section 3.3 for description of mapping technique).](image)
partners. Within A/C-Prov the interviewees were selected according to the chain of communication required for delivering ExEquip from the interface with MainSup to the interface with EndUser. A total of 16 one-to-one interviews were conducted by one of the researchers. Although a questionnaire with open-ended questions was used as a reference, interviewees were allowed to elaborate on what they considered important. Most interviews took about one hour, their length ranging between 30 min and 2.5 h. All the interviewees signed a consent form which assured them their confidentiality.

During the interviews a structured graphical representation of the PSS of interest drafted by the researchers was used as supplementary material, as suggested by Hoffman et al. (1995); Snyder et al. (1992). There is no single best diagrammatic representation technique for a PSS (for an overview of techniques see e.g., Durugbo et al., 2011; Aguilar-Saven, 2004; Ma et al., 2002). Therefore, priority was accorded to the technique’s flexibility and its ability to facilitate understanding, communication, and consensus between the interviewer and the interviewees on how the PSS works. IDEF0 (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 1993) was deemed a suitable choice as it is implementable using off-the-shelf software, unambiguous syntax-wise, and free from major weaknesses. The interviewees were allowed to modify the map if they so wished, to guarantee that the findings are rooted in the specific context and reflect the views of those involved in delivering avionics availability.

The interview recordings were transcribed, and coded using NVivo (Richards, 1999). The initial categories emphasised the identification of activities within the PSS and the relationships between them, in a fashion similar to the conceptualisation of system dynamics models (Luna-Reyes and Andersen, 2003) and conceptual models in Soft Systems Methodology (Ngai et al., 2012). Throughout the analysis new categories emerged, and categories were re-organised in more meaningful ways (Bryman, 2012). The final categories were obtained by deductive coding which captures themes that are specific to the maps as they were refined by adding activities and relationships, and inductive coding (Ryan and Bernard, 2000), which captures case-specific processes, links and emerging themes.

Direct quotations from the interviewees are used in the remainder of the paper. To fulfil the interviewer’s responsibility for interviewee protection quotations are attributed to a role within an organisation (Payne, 1999).

4. Findings

Findings from the analysis of empirical data described in Section 3.3 are illustrated below. The focus is placed on the organisations involved initially, and then to functions that cut across the organisational boundaries. This approach reflects the convention suggested by Srai and Gregory (2008) of separately mapping supply network configurations according to their network structure, which emphasises the organisational entities involved, and the flow of material and information, which brings the analysis closer to the operations.

4.1. Organisational perspective

Fig. 2 shows a reconstruction from interview data of the path followed by individual items of ExEquip as they are physically handled by the organisations involved in the execution of the availability-based contract—from EndUser to the suppliers of individual modules wrapped in ExEquip. The path follows a typical logistic operation (see e.g., Kiang, 1979): as failure occurs, ExEquip is removed from the aircraft and, if a spare item is available in stock, replaced and examined at an avionics workshop (AWS) to decide whether to ship it back to MainSup for repair. The aspects of the PSS that correspond to the classic logistic operation are the most prominent in MainSup’s eyes: “We are very much a transactional sub-contractor providing repairs on a turn time” (MainSup Program Manager).

Inbound equipment at MainSup is booked into an IT system that “will record what was the fault that was found, was it confirming the customer fault, which [sub modules] were replaced? [We also] put a ‘ready for collection’ [mark on the IT system]. Also in the [IT] system we will forecast a delivery date”. In addition, “… we have to raise what we call compliance paperwork, which would be ITAR paperwork, check lists to say who the customer is, etc. …” (MainSup Contract Manager). ITAR is the “International Traffic in Arms Regulations” to which ExEquip is subject (for an overview see e.g., Cook, 2010).

The main addition to a typical logistic scheme is that within the agreement in place between MainSup and A/C-Prov multiple routes may be used to process a repair request, each one associated with different procedures, resources and activities. The performance-based route warrants that MainSup observes a repair turnaround time (RTAT) which is less than or equal to a predetermined threshold. However, if MainSup is unable to replicate the suspected fault (No Fault Found—NFF) or suspects that the equipment has been mishandled by EndUser then an alternative route is used whereby performance in terms of RTAT is no longer contractually constrained: “So, when a defect report is raised, it will go back to the supplier, and then there’s got to be a repair order raised, and a purchase order to say acceptance, to say it’s going to cost you x thousand pounds to repair this unit. ‘Do you accept, do you not accept?’ (A/C-Prov Analyst) “… the purchase order then will go to our [contracts] department, checked through contracts …” (MainSup Contract Manager).

Meeting the contractually-constrained RTAT may be complicated by the need to reach agreement with A/C-Prov and get additional information from either them or EndUser when a repair intervention is caused by suspect mishandling or NFF: “because we’ve got [that
number of) days. [The question is] are you going to get that information from the customer in time to make sure you can still achieve your metric?” (MainSup Contract Manager). Occasionally MainSup may “struggle to get the engagement on that [from A/C-Prov]” (MainSup Program Manager). In practice, repairs under the A/C-Prov Support Contract are processed as quickly as possible: “we’re not going to be held up with documentation, [and a] purchase order, we don’t even have to quote, if it’s [covered by the Support Contract], it goes straight through [to the] repair” (MainSup Contract Manager).

Upon completion of the necessary administrative operations to channel ExEquip according to the appropriate contractual route the repair is carried out: “... the job then will appear on the workshop. So that’s when all the contract stuff has been put in place and they are happy it can be worked on. [...] And [the team leader] is tasked with checking the work flow through the team and he knows when contract dates are coming up and all this. So he sees to distributing the work. So he will then say ‘right, that number needs to be picked up’ and then it will come on test and I or one of the others techs will pick it up and work on it.” (MainSup Technician). When the workflow is completed “... a unit is repaired, so it comes out from the workshop with its own paperwork ... which would tell you exactly what they did with it, it’d also show you which parts have been used in that repair ...” (MainSup Contract Manager).

The management of ExEquip inventories poses a threat to the execution of the contract because the logistic support system is often confronted with unexpected demands for spare parts: “... in a nice simple world you have one [functional] asset out, another asset [that needs repair] in. But the reality of life is that you have one asset in, one asset out. Then suddenly you have three more assets in, ‘oh, I haven’t got sufficient spares to get the three more assets [that need repair] out’.” (A/C-Prov group leader). The situation might be further exacerbated by a lack of visibility of the location of ExEquip inventories at EndUser: “... how can you be AoG [Aircraft on Ground] for this piece of kit? We have only got [this number]. We know you have got [so and so many] on stock, where is the rest of this?”, “we have no idea, we don’t know” (MainSup Contract Manager).

Although not directly involved in the physical handling of the equipment described in Fig. 2, A/C-Prov is accountable for facilitating the overall process in view of the cost-effective delivery of availability as an advanced service: “... every time I need to send an item back to industry [...] that item will be shipped and picked up and it will go straight to [MainSup for repair] but it will be facilitated by [A/C-Prov].” “Then what you have is recognition that actually, could I improve or could I reduce the costs?” (A/C-Prov Analyst).

A/C-Prov’s avionics workshop (AWS) is co-located with the customer to screen ExEquip as well as other equipment before it is sent to MainSup for repair. However, neither the Front Office nor the Technical Facilities co-located at the customer’s airbase could be investigated due to access restrictions. Upstream, test equipment used at MainSup includes “a golden unit” of ExEquip which “is owned by [P & C]” (MainSup Technician). AWS also transfers the Fault Reports from EndUser’s IT system into an IT system which A/C-Prov and MainSup share access to (respectively, ‘IT System 2’ and ‘IT System 1’ in Fig. 2): “... the pilot will come in, he will input what he has seen, he will say ‘here are my symptoms [...]’ and that all goes into [IT System 2]. All the work that is done to recover that aircraft is in [IT System 2].” (MainSup Technician) What is subsequently recorded in IT System 1 is the outcome of inspection and testing at AWS: “then the bit he will put on [IT System 1] is [the unit] has failed test 1, 2, 3.” (MainSup Technician). During such a transfer, loss of insight into the operating conditions in which the equipment has failed may occur, which has repercussions for how the repair of ExEquip is carried out by MainSup: “an accurate fault report would help”, however, “we can do it without; we just run our own investigation” (MainSup Technician). In the presence of information loss duplication of tests already performed by AWS is probable, thus increasing the overall time and effort taken by troubleshooting activities. Occasionally, more detail or further explanation than what is included in a Fault Report is required by MainSup to carry out repair operations successfully: “[We] have got people [...] who regularly go to the [airbase] and they can ask these questions.” (MainSup Technician). In Fig. 2 this is expressed according to IDEF0 syntax by representing ‘Insights through visits’ as a control arc (a condition that must be considered for the transformation of inputs into outputs to take place as depicted) from AWS to MainSup.

As anticipated in Section 3.2, A/C-Prov is both a manufacturer and an availability provider for the aircraft model of interest acquired by P & C and operated by EndUser. Such a dual role has a counterpart in the organisational distinction within A/C-Prov between ‘In-Service support’ and ‘Manufacturing’ (Fig. 3). The distinction is perceived as problematic, and was the subject of a restructuring program at the time of writing: “I have some good metrics that look 360 [degrees] at the product to say how it is performing. But because of the nature of [A/C-Prov], they would never have that data together on one bit of paper. I can say ‘there is an issue here we are starting to see in service’ we can build something into production to make it better going forward, that’s quite a sophisticated conversation to have with [A/C-Prov]” (MainSup Program Director).

Fig. 3 shows that In-Service support is further subdivided by contract type, as Support Contract and Availability Contract. Support Contract looks upstream, defining relationships and performance metrics between A/C-Prov and MainSup. Availability Contract engages downstream directly with EndUser, also on-base to ensure that whole-aircraft availability is delivered by A/C-Prov. Organisational and contractual changes that occurred over time have increased the length of the communication and interaction chain between those within A/C-Prov dealing with EndUser and those dealing with MainSup. According to the latter: “the further we get from the customer the worse it is for the job” (A/C-Prov Desk Officer).

Although a distinct set of activities is carried out by Support Contract on individual aircraft subsystems such as ExEquip these activities contribute to whether whole-aircraft availability is eventually achieved or, by contrast, the aircraft is grounded. Hence, the underlying contracts are distinct but not separable, thus blurring the operational boundaries: “[The Availability Contract] looks at the total...
support solution but works it with [the Support Contract]. [The Support Contract is not a part of [the Availability Contract]] (A/C-Prov Analyst). This vagueness leads to the paradoxical result that, “sometimes the [Support] contract gets in the way of providing availability” (A/C-Prov Desk Officer). With regards to data analytics, the described organisational divide is “where you lose a bit of knowledge” because the situation described by product-related data supplied to In-Service support may not overlap with the situation experienced by personnel close to the customer: “when you go [to the airbase] and you talk to the guys who are actually maintaining it, you get a completely different view of how it’s operating in service, than you do from what’s put on failure reports” (A/C-Prov Analyst). This incongruence may prevent an integrated view on equipment performance as it arises from failure reports.

4.2. Functional perspective

The organisation-centric network configuration map outlined in Fig. 2 is complemented by a map that focuses on service operations or ‘functions’, to use IDEF0 terminology, shown in Fig. 4. Unlike organisational units, functions could only be identified as the research progressed, and do not correspond to operations previously identified and mapped by the organisations involved.

Given the exploratory nature of the case study, Fig. 4 depicts the relevant functions in an aggregate and streamlined manner loosely applying IDEF0 for conceptual modelling.

Relationships within and across functions in terms of data and documentation, personal interactions and physical handling of ExEquip are described in Table 2, where each cell corresponds to a directed arc in Fig. 4 linking the function listed row-wise to the function listed column-wise. Relationships between the functions that are included within the boundaries of this research are shown within the bold line in Table 2 and those outside the boundaries would require further investigation. The shaded cells in Table 2 represent links that would become apparent if the functions shown aggregately in Fig. 4 were progressively detailed using IDEF0 child diagrams or other diagrammatic techniques. For illustrative purposes, in Fig. 5 the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) technique (Hollnagel, 2012) originally developed in the field of accident investigation is applied to provide a functional perspective on how ExEquip is made available to EndUser (see Section 4.1) with greater detail than in Fig. 4. A distinguishing feature of FRAM is its ability to facilitate the identification of the number and nature of connections for each element within the system of interest, thus highlighting which preconditions must be fulfilled for such an element to deliver its output.

In the specific case considered here it can be noted that regardless of how effective the repair is, failure to meet the RTAT ultimately depends on avoiding hold ups in the preconditions of ‘MainSup Shipping’, namely ‘compliance documentation’ and ‘release documentation’.

Each function identified in Fig. 4 is described below through the evidence that led to its identification.
4.2.1. Usage

The Usage function represents available aircraft being deployed and operated by EndUser. From a functional perspective, ExEquip is not separated by the rest of the aircraft because whole-aircraft availability, to which available ExEquip contributes, is what enables the 'Usage' function to deliver its output of missions flown. The usage function affects how other functions within the PSS boundaries work through its outputs of ‘defective equipment’ and ‘failure reports’. For example, functioning equipment may be mistakenly removed from the aircraft or a fault report may be issued that provides little or no insight into the fault and the operating conditions in which it arose. Due to the restrictions already mentioned in Section 3, insights into the Usage function, could only be gathered indirectly through AWS, or informally during a visit the authors paid to the EndUser airbase.

4.2.2. Governance

The Governance function is fictitiously created as a residual category for activities that are not strictly speaking operational: “... I am not into the detail of the sort of things [they] are doing but I would run a regular review structure, so I have an oversight of [what they are] doing, what the key issues are, where the threats are and the opportunities are.” (MainSup Program Director). These activities take place outside of the boundaries of this research but are capable of affecting the scope of the activities carried out within such boundaries, as well as the flow of information and knowledge within the PSS.

A prominent example of what the Governance function represents is the management of financial and performance-related aspects of the contractual mechanisms: “... ultimately [GovOrg is] measuring industry and there are financial penalties...” (A/C-Prov Desk Officer) “… or an [availability contract] type question it will come into [A/C-Prov]. Say, ‘we have got an issue, here is some funding, here is a lot of questions, we like an answer within a certain number of days’.” (A/C-Prov Analyst). Contrary to what is commonly assumed, performance metrics related to the contract require interpretation, and hence their assessment is the topic of regular negotiations: “… then for example every six months or so you would have a meeting [with GovOrg, A/C-Prov and other organisations]. But that’s more of a challenge meeting, a cost reduction challenge […] It’s not part of operational business.” (MainSup Program Director) “[...] without our input to [GovOrg] it would look like the suppliers are failing the contract in a lot of occasions. That is simply because the units that aren’t covered by the
The service provider’s ability to achieve contractually agreed availability outcomes for a technical system is constrained by its dependency on other actors (system integrator, customer and end-user), which also inhibits engagement beyond the transactional provision of repair, thus generating tension.

The variety of contracts and roles generates an organisational segmentation within the system integrator which is meant to facilitate the execution of these contracts. However, such segmentation may unnecessarily lengthen the communication chain, and prevent timely feedback from in-service operations into manufacturing.

While availability is considered an ‘objective’ measure, in practice performance metrics related to and availability-based contract require interpretation, and hence their assessment is the topic of regular negotiations.

Both A/C-Prov and MainSup serving multiple customers under multiple contractual agreements, resources and activities are shared and each service outcome delivered cannot be understood in isolation from the others.

Inventory management practice inspired by local optimisation may create tension upstream.

deliveries’ in Fig. 4 denotes support services provided by the PSS concurrently with those falling under contractual agreement of interest for this study.

One aspect of Delivery and Administration that emerge more clearly at the function level than at the organisational level is the concurrency of multiple deliverables within the PSS of interest, and the challenges of time-based resource allocation between them: “So when the guys are working on the job the clock is ticking so to speak. […] So you know when things are being worked and when they are not.” (MainSup project leader). By contrast, Administration functions take on responsibilities for multiple customers requiring repairs under multiple contractual routes: “So, that's not just [Aircraft 1], it's [Aircraft 2], it's [Aircraft 3], it's [Aircraft 4], [Aircraft 5], everything. […] My time is split up randomly throughout the day, […] I can't dedicate my day to something, because there will always be something else I need.” (MainSup project leader).

4.2.4. Analysis & optimisation

This function steers the Delivery function on the basis of insights acquired through data gathering and analysis. In line with the concept of Supply Chain Analytics (e.g., Chae et al., 2014), Analysis & Optimisation includes IT-related elements for data gathering and analysis as well as data-driven practices across the multi-organisational enterprise: “... collecting in-service data, looking at it, looking for...
trends ...” (MainSup Support Engineer) “... you stick it all in a spreadsheet, you do all your charts, you can start to see things, and you get a feel for your equipment, because maybe [...] two or three occurrences of a single fault on your equipment may be nothing, but two or three occurrences on another person’s equipment may be a massive issue, depending on the level of failures in general ...” (A/C-Prov Analyst). However, this function involves rather heterogeneous groups which “are kind of a bit different in that they are a bit more on doing their own type of thing.” (A/C-Prov Analyst). The analysis of data translates into action-taking through communication at the interface between organisations: “... will have a meeting with the [team leaders] and they’ll sit down and say ‘these are the issues we’re seeing from the suppliers, you’re damaging screws, you’re doing this, you’re doing that’. And then what the [team leaders] do is they go back to their [personnel] and say: ‘right, it’s been told that this is getting done’. Not casting any blame or anything, just say ‘we need to be wary when we’re tightening screws up or cleaning screens or [...] scratching them’. Silly little things like that. It’s all just trying to look after the small things so that the big things don’t happen really.” (MainSup Support Engineer).

5. Discussion

The findings, synthesised in Table 3, demonstrate that delivering advanced service outcomes within an availability based contract involves the contribution of a range of capabilities from different organisations in addition to features that may be designed into a piece of equipment.

A defensible representation of the underpinning delivery system, a PSS, is provided through the use of evidence gathered from a real industrial setting and the use of mapping techniques such as IDEF0 and FRAM that emphasise it is a ‘system’ which is not exclusively technical in nature. The conceptual model created provides insights that expand and complement those commonly obtained by analysing product-related quantitative data. To use an example from an adjacent case, with reference to a defence avionics availability contract Settanni et al. (2015) demonstrate by analysis of field reliability data that excessive pressure is exerted on the resources of a multi-organisation logistic support system despite product design improvements. However, within that study the researchers are unable to shed light on why this happens, and where in the system action should be taken.

The answer to the first research question outlined in Section 1 (“How is availability delivered as an advanced service outcome under an availability based contract in an actual industrial context?”) is that despite contractually agreed goals and the willingness to work together towards achieving those goals, the relationship tensions between MainSup and A/C-Prov play an important role in how the organisations involved interact in practice.

The variety of contracts and roles generates an organisational segmentation within A/C-Prov which affects the relationship with MainSup, especially in terms of communication and line of visibility of downstream operations. In turn, MainSup is dependent on A/C-Prov, EndUser and the P & C, and perceives its relationship with them as largely transactional, much like a sub-contractor providing repairs on a turn time. This constrains its ability to meet a contractually agreed RTAT and inhibits further engagement with A/C-Prov.

The answer to the second research question (“Which aspects of the delivery of such an advanced service can be represented?”) is that avionics availability is not an output that can be unambiguously attributed to a single organisation or to a function. Rather, it is an emergent property of the PSS as a whole, determined by the dependencies between its elements. In particular, the interpretation of avionics availability itself depends on the perspective taken by a specific organisation, group, or even individual. For example, MainSup delivers ‘available ExEquip’ when it declares a repaired unit “ready for collection”, and the agreed RTAT is met. In A/C-Prov there is no dedicated metric for avionics availability, although ExEquip availability may determine whether an aircraft is grounded or in a fit state for EndUser to fly.

The importance of mapping key organisations involved in a PSS should not be neglected. In line with such works as Mills et al. (2013), the research provides findings about the organisational aspects of delivering under an availability contract, and recognises that the complexities associated with such delivery in an actual industrial setting limit the researchers’ ability to describe what constitutes the PSS of interest.

As Maull et al. (2013) point out, some service outcomes may be concurrently delivered. The research findings underline that both A/C-Prov and MainSup serve multiple customers under multiple contractual agreements, and that each service outcome delivered cannot be understood in isolation due to shared resources and activities.

The presence of tensions between MainSup and A/C-Prov indicates that integration of manufacturer and service roles in A/C-Prov is a challenge despite the shared goal and mutual willingness to work together, confirming a recurrent theme in the literature (see e.g., Johnstone et al., 2009). The same can be said with regards to tier-1 suppliers’ frustration resulting from the inability of manufacturing companies to engage more with them as they become service providers (see e.g., Lockett et al., 2011; Martinez et al., 2010).

Although without reference to equipment support services, it has been pointed out that a lack of understanding of the supplier’s production process may hamper joint efforts for cost reduction (Romano and Formentini, 2012). The findings show that the organisational fragmentation within A/C-Prov appears to impair their ability to gain a more holistic view of equipment performance, and hence to effectively implement improvement measures.

Often, the importance of the multi-organisational dimension of advanced service delivery is emphasised through the concept of ‘enterprise’ (Kapletis and Probert, 2010; Ng et al., 2011). A commonality of purpose and the presence of organisational interdependencies play a central role in the concept of enterprise (Mills et al., 2013). The research findings highlight that, in practice, the contract may be ‘in the way’ of delivering the service outcome, and that meeting upstream availability metrics (e.g., RTAT) does not necessarily imply that the downstream availability metrics are met (e.g. Aircraft on Ground). Thus a ‘true’ commonality of purpose is not at the core of the contractual agreement in place between A/C-Prov and MainSup, and that the relationship between them reflects more a supply chain providing logistic support rather than an enterprise. However, interdependencies between MainSup, A/C-Prov and EndUser emerge in practice because value is co-created through a timely flow of information from EndUser which enables MainSup to meet its contractual performance, as well as the ability of A/C-Prov to engage with MainSup to share expertise and knowledge to improve the handling of ExEquip in the field. A mismatch between practice and contract is highlighted by the finding that the contractual agreement per se does not imply successful delivery of availability as an advanced service outcome. This confirms the view that to base the relationships between organisations only on contractual agreement may not be appropriate in situations that require flexibility and quick response to changes (Pilbeam et al., 2012).

A controversial aspect is whether aiming for local optimisation creates tension at the system level (Dekker, 2011). The findings suggest that some practices may promote local optimisation whilst creating service capacity issues. As observed in Section 4.1 mismatch between the single-unit flow expected by MainSup and EndUser’s practice of returning batches of defective ExEquip generates unexpected demand for spare parts. While a detailed investigation of how the returning decisions are made at EndUser was not possible (as discussed in section 3), the practice of returning more than one instance might suggest the employment of typical computational outcomes from inventory replenishment models – a supposedly ‘optimal’ order size...
functions were identified and represented. The juxtaposition of organisational and functional views in the research shows that an outcome orientation within an availability contract is achieved in practice through interactions between functions identified across the organisations involved.

Some of the findings might sound counterintuitive. For example, despite the presence of agreed contractual goals and the willingness to work together towards their achievement a variety of contracts and roles between the aircraft system integrator and the avionic sub-system provider create tangible tensions. Sometimes support contracts for technical sub-systems are perceived to ‘get in the way’ of providing whole-aircraft availability, highlighting the need to complement contractually established and supposedly objective performance metrics with insight into how availability is delivered in practice. Thus, ‘avionics availability’ is not a service output that can be directly attributed to specific functions or organisations; rather, it should be regarded as an emergent property of a PSS.

However, it is precisely such counterintuitive evidence that justifies the need to complement the analysis of contractual metrics and product-related data with empirical evidence about how availability is delivered in practice: if availability is interpreted as an advanced service outcome it can be neither understood nor actively influenced without analysing the socio-technical system that delivers it.

While generalisations are beyond the scope of this paper the authors’ experience with industry suggests that other organisations in adjacent fields may also place excessive emphasis on those performance indicators and practices which most directly and exclusively relate to a technical system. The findings presented in this paper suggest that activities which are less immediately related to a technical system and hence traditionally outside the scope of most quantitative availability models become prominent when investigating the extended enterprise’s ability to successfully provide advanced service outcomes.

As anticipated in the methodology section, this research has obvious limitations. One such limitation is the inherently limited transferability of the findings, which are restricted to the specific case considered, and reflect conditions which held while the study was carried out. Nevertheless, a detailed description is provided in order to facilitate comparison between cases. Similarities between the findings of this research and those from other works were highlighted in the discussion, demonstrating that aspects of the context investigated are transferrable to other settings. Another limitation is that rigour in the application of diagrammatic techniques such as IDEF0 and FRAM was sacrificed to provide flexibility and to capture context-specific elements whilst maintaining a concise representation. Finally, important elements of the PSS of interest exist outside the system boundaries of the case study shown in this paper. However, the process of how to address availability as an advanced service is valuable to show, even if only aggregately. The work captures those elements which may determine the ability or inability of a PSS to deliver its service outcomes beyond the ‘classic’ logistic operation underlying most mathematical models of availability. It is important to emphasise that these elements are largely non-technical in nature.

Further research should expand the scope of the analysis and integrate in a more systemic way the use of qualitative and quantitative data for the representation and modelling of a PSS. The conceptual model outline in this study is not meant to be a “stand-alone” contribution; it provides a blueprint to assist the formulation of scientific models based on quantitative data e.g., a multi-echelon inventory system for repairable items, as well as insights into where action should be taken within a PSS that would otherwise be difficult to obtain from analysis of field reliability data alone.
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